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Chemistry

Hydrodynam ic Studies of Ribosomal Proteins LI 8 and L25 from
Escherichia Coli
Director: Dr. W alter E. Hill

Proteins L18 and L25 were isolated under denaturing conditions and studied
under reconstitution conditions using hydrodynamic techniques. The samples of
L18 and L25 were prepared by acetic acid extraction and purified by column
chromatography on a 5S-rRNA affinity column followed by an ion exchange
column in the presence of

6

M urea. Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and

SDS gel electrophoresis were employed to identify and determine the purity of
the samples. Sedimentation velocity and equilibrium experiments proved to be
of no use due to aggregation and degradation of the proteins under these
conditions. Intensity fluctuation spectroscopy was used to measure the diffusion
coefficients for L18 and L25 and gave a value of 12.6 x 1 0 '^ cm ^/sec for each
protein. The diffusion coefficients were used to calculate frictional coefficients for
both proteins, using molecular weights obtained from amino acid analysis. From
the frictional coefficients we were able to estimate the the degrees of asymmetry
for L18 and L25. L18 has an axial ratio no greater than

1 :1

with a radius of

gyration of 12.0 Â. L25 has an axial ratio no greater than 2.4:1 with a range of
possible radii of gyration between 11.3

A

and

13.6 A.
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INTRODUCTION

H is to ry

W hile studying the lysis of bacteria by a phage, Luria, Delbruck and Anderson
(1934) observed "granular material" In addition to the phage particles in their
electron micrographs of the cytoplasm of the lysed cells. Taylor (1943) also
observed sim ilar "rounded images approximately 18 mu in diameter" in his
electron micrographs of human and chicken brain cell components.
Schachman et al.. (1952) performed ultracentrifugation experiments on these
particles, obtained from different microorganisms, and found them to have
uncorrected sedimentation coefficients of 40S, 29S, and 58. It was determined
that these particles, which appeared spherical in electron micrographs, contained
the bulk of the cellular RNA (Schachman fîLal-, 1952). After further work had been
done on these particles, Roberts (1958) coined the term ribosome, by which they
have since been known.
Following the finding of Bolton et al.. (1958) that the magnesium ion was
needed to stabilize the structure of ribosomes isolated from Escherichia coli,
Tissieres et al.. (1959) described the preparation and physical characteristics of
these ribosomes and their subunits. The molecular weights were found to be 1.0,
1.8, 3.1, and 5.9 x ID® daltons for the 308, 508, 708, and 1008 particles. Partial
specific volumes, diffusion coefficients, intrinsic viscosities, and extinction
coefficients were also determined. These four particles are now known as the
small subunit, the large subunit, the monomeric ribosome, and the dimeric
ribosome. During this study, it was also determined that the 708 particle
contained 60-65 percent RNA and 35-40 percent protein.
Since these first studies, ribosomes from many sources have been studied,
providing additional information as to the structure of these complex

ribonucleoprotein particles. The most widely studied ribosomes are those of the
prokaryotic organism, Escherichia coli.
In prokaryotic cells, ribosomes are normally found associated with messenger
RNA in a complex known as a polysome (Gilbert, 1963; Mangiarotti and
Schlessinger, 1966). By varying the ionic condition of the buffers and the
preparative procedures employed, ribosomes can be isolated either as
polysomes or as a mixture of polysomes and monomeric ribosomes (Kohler et a!..
1969)
The original work on the isolation of ribosomes by Tissieres et al.. (1959)
called for the grinding of bacteria in a dilute tris or phosphate buffer containing
0.01 M MgCl2 >followed by repeated centrifugation steps in the same buffer.
Ribosomes that are prepared by this method are referred to as unwashed.
Another method of ribosome preparation involves the use of 0.5 M - 1.0 M
NH 4 CI in the isolation buffer (Spirin et al.. 1963; Salas et al.. 1965; Hill et al.. 1969).
Ribosomes prepared by this method are referred to as NH 4 CI - washed
ribosomes. This washing step has been shown to remove ribosomal proteins as
well as other protein factors (Stanley et al.. 1966).
A third method involves the precipitation of ribosomes and their subunits with
(NH 4 )2 S 0

4

(Kurland, 1966). These ribosomes are called precipitated ribosomes.

Prokaryotic monomeric ribosomes have a sedimentation coefficient of 70S
and are composed of two types: complexed couples and vacant couples.
Complexed couples are those in which the ribosomes are found associated with
fragm ents of m-RNA, t-RNA, and/or initiation factors, while vacant couples are
those ribosomes which can accomodate new m-RNA; that is, they are void of the
residual materials found with the complexed couples (Staehelin et al.. 1965).
Davis (1971) showed that the vacant couple was the form found to accumulate
after the ribosomes had run off the messenger RNA, both in vitro and in vivo .

By varying the buffer conditions during isolation procedures, two species of
vacant couple ribosomes can be found. These are referred to as either tight or
loose couples depending on the affinity their subunits have for each other (Hapke
and Noll, 1976). In the presence of a magnesium ion concentration of 15 mM, both
tight and loose couples will sediment on a sucrose gradient as 70S ribosomes.
However, upon lowering the magnesium ion concentration to
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mM, tight couples

will still sediment as 70S ribosomes, while loose couples will have dissociated
into their subunits and therefore sediment as 30S and 60S particles (Hapke and
Noll, 1976).
W hen the magnesium ion concentration has been lowered sufficiently, both
tight and loose couples will dissociate into subunits. At a temperature of 37°C,
tight couples will dissociate between 1.5 and 2.5 mM Mg+^ (Noli et al.. 1973; Noll
and Noll, 1976), while loose couples dissociate between 5.0 and 15.0 mM Mg+^
(Spirin, 1971; Zitom er and Flaks, 1972).
In both cases, dissociation results in two distinct ribonucleo-protein particles
differing in size and composition. The larger of the two subunits has a
sedim entation coefficient of approximately 508, while the sm aller subunit has a
sedim entation coefficient of approximately 308. No physical differences have
been observed for subunits originating from loose or tight fitting couples.
308
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ubunit

The small ribosomal subunit from Escherichia coli contains one copy of 168
RNA, which is noncovalently associated with twenty-one distinct proteins. The
stoichiom etry of these proteins depends on the procedures used during isolation.
The unwashed 308 subunits have a molecular weight of approximately 1.0 x 10^
daltons; while NH 4 CI - washed, or (NH 4 )2 S 0

4

- precipitated subunits have

m olecular weights of 0.9 x 10® daltons (Van Holde and Hill, 1974). The loss of

mass, about

1 0 0 ,0 0 0

daltons. corresponds to approximately six proteins of

average size as found in the small subunit (17,000 daltons) with no evidence of
any portion of the RNA removed during either washing process.
For nearly forty years, the gross structure of the ribosome has been studied by
electron microscopy. With improved techniques, the maximum dimensions of the
30S subunit are reported as 240 x 260
with an earlier value of 55 x

2 2 0

x

2 2 0

A (Lake, 1976). This is in close agreement
A obtained by X-ray scattering using a

triaxial model (Hill et a l.. 1969). However, the shape of the 30S subunit observed
in electron micrographs is much more asymmetric with three distinct sections
denoted as the platform, head, and body regions (Lake, 1980).
50S Subunit
The large ribosomal subunit from Escherichia coli contains one copy each of
two species of RNA, namely 5S and 23S; and approximately thirty-four distinct
noncovalently bound proteins. As with the 30S subunit, the exact composition of
the 50S subunit may vary due to the procedures employed in its isolation.
Unwashed 50S particles have a molecular weight of 1.7 x
those subunits from NH 4 CI - washed or (NH 4 )2 S 0

4
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^ daltons while

- precipitated ribosomes

have a m olecular weight of 1.55 x 10® daltons (Van Holde and Hill, 1974). The loss
of mass, in the case of the 50S subunits, of approximately 150,000 daltons,
corresponds to about twelve proteins of the average size as found in the large
subunit (12,600 daltons).
Like the ribosome and the 30S subunit, the 50S subunit has also had its
gross structure examined by electron microscopy (Lake, 1976). Lake reports that
the overall structure of the 50S subunit is "characterized by a central protuber
ance" which is flanked by two smaller projections inclined at a fifty degree angle.
All three extend from the main body of the 50S subunit. Using this technique, the

maximal dim ensions of the 50S subunit were determined to be 280
which is slightly larger than the dimensions of 115 x 230

x 260 A,

x 230 A given

by X-ray

scattering using a triaxial prolate ellipsoidal model (Hill et al..1969V

Ribosomal RNA

The ribosome from Escherichia coli contains three species of RNA: 5S, I6 S,
and 23S. The 120 nucleotide sequence of 5S RNA was first published by
Brownlee et al.. (1967). The primary structures of I6 S RNA, 1,542 nucleotides
(Brosius et al.. 1978; Carbon et a l.. 1978) and 23S RNA, 2,904 nucleotides (Noller,
1980); remained unknown until the sequencing techniques were improved
enough to handle their greater size and complexity. These RNA molecules have
also been examined by hydrodynamic techniques which revealed molecular
weights considerably larger than those obtained from sequencing. These
differences are probably due to salt binding effects in solution (Tam et al.. 1981a,
1981b).
Techniques, such as chemical modification of the RNA, intramolecular
crosslinking, and partial nuclease digestion, have been employed to develop
proposed models of the secondary structure of each of the three RNA species
based on their primary structures (Brimacombe, 1982; Noller, 1980). The most
substantiated model of secondary structure of RNA is that of the smallest RNA,
5S, as proposed by Fox and W oese (1975) and recently modified by Garrett et al.
(1981) as shown in Figure 10. Positions for nuclease attack and chemical
modification are in good agreement with this model. It is known that there are two
stable conform ations of the 5S RNA moiety, the A and B forms (Aubert et a l..
1968). These two forms are chromatographically separable and have varying
electrophoretic mobilities (Phillips and Timko, 1972). They also vary in their
affinity for the three proteins, L5, LI8 , and L25, which are found associated with

5S RNA in the ribosome, in that the B form will not bind with these proteins
(Bellemare et al.. 1972). It has also been noted that the A form is the therm o
dynam ically favored form under physiological conditions (Ledandiou and
Richard, 1975). On this basis, it is proposed that the A conformation of 5S RNA is
the one found in the Intact ribosome and it is the A form which matches the
proposed model of Garrett et al. (1981).
Ribosomal Proteins
The complexity of the protein component from Escherichia coli ribosomes
was first observed by W aller and Harris (1961), who delineated 20 distinct bands
by starch gel electrophoresis. In 1964, W aller fractionated ribosomal proteins on
a carboxym ethylcellulose column, and found
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distinct proteins. This original

work pioneered a flury of research into the structure and function of ribosomal
proteins.
The actual number of ribosomal proteins ranges between 50 and 60 for
prokaryotes. When the protein complements of the Escherichia coli ribosomes
are extracted and analyzed by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis,
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proteins

are identified from the small subunit (SI - 821), while in the case of the large
subunit, 34 proteins (LI - L34) have been identified (Kaltschmidt and Wittmann,
1970).
Each of the small subunit proteins identified by the two-dimensional gels
corresponds to a specific ribosomal protein (Wittmann and Wittmann-Liebold,
1974). However, the results obtained from the large subunit are not as
straightforward. The spot on the two-dimensional gel that is referred to as LB is
actually composed of five other proteins, two (L7/LI2) pairs and LIO (Peterson e l
âl.. 1976). It has also been shown that protein L26 from the large subunit and
protein 820 from the small subunit are identical (Wittmann and Wittmann-

Liebold, 1974; Stoffler, 1974). W eber (1972) also showed that in the monomeric
ribosome, these two proteins exist in a stoichiometric ratio of S20 (0.8) and L26
(0.2). During the last ten years, there has been a major effort to discern the
physical and chemical characteristics of ribosomal proteins. As a result of this
effort, the primary structures of all the Escherichia coli ribosomal proteins have
been determined. (For a review, see Giri et al.. 1984).
Using their primary sequences and based on statistical procedures, the
secondary structures of these proteins have been predicted (Wittmann et al..
1980). These predicted structures are generally in good agreement with recent
circular dichroism (CD) studies (Dijk et al.. 1982). These CD studies showed that
the small subunit proteins are mainly a-helix or p-pleated sheet in structure with
only a few exceptions (S5, S 6 , SI9). The large subunit proteins have mostly a
p-pleated sheet conformation with the exceptions being LI, L9, Lll, LI7, L29, and
L30. The tertiary structure of ribosomal proteins has been studied by flourometry,
limited proteolysis, proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and X-ray analysis
of protein crystals. (For a review, see Giri et a l.. 1984).
The main problem inherent in the study of ribosomal proteins is that of
obtaining suitably pure samples. The traditional methods employed for protein
extraction Involve the use of what have been referred to as "harsh" dénaturants;
ie.: acetic acid and/or urea. Once the protein has been denatured, the question
is, does It regain its native conformation? There have been two methods
employed to obtain proteins in their native conformation. One is to avoid the use
of these "harsh" dénaturants by using high salt washes to extract the proteins and
then to separate them on large gel filtration columns (Littlechild and Malcolm,
1978). The second method is to employ a gradual renaturation of the protein
following its isolation in urea or other "harsh" denaturing media. This renatura
tion is accom plished by gradual dialysis into a high salt buffer at low protein
concentration.
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Proton magnetic resonance spectra revealed that the renatured proteins and
the proteins isolated by high salt washing were of equal quality (Kime et al.. 1980;
Kime et al.. 1981; Littlechild, 1980; Osterberg et al.. 1977). Physical studies have
also revealed no differences between proteins Isolated by the two techniques
(Wittmann et a l.. 1980; W ittmann, 1982).
Ribosomal proteins have been found to range in molecular weight from
between 5,300 daltons to 61,000 daltons with the majority between 10,000 daltons
and 25,000 daltons. In general, ribosomal proteins are difficult to purify, are only
slightly soluble in aqueous buffers, and aggregate even at low concentrations.
Despite these difficulties, sufficient data have been obtained to make a few
general statements about their structure. Proteins LI7, L25, L28, and L30 are
quite com pact in structure, while LI, L4, L5, L6 , LI3, LIS, LI9, and L24 are
moderately elongated, and L2, L3, L9, Lll, LI5, L23, L27, L32, and L33 are
greatly elongated. The L7/LI2 complex appears to be extremely elongated with
an axial ratio of 10:1. Proteins S 6 , S 8 , SI3, SI5, and SIS are compact with a
globular configuration, while 82, S3, S5, and S2I appear to be moderately
extended with axial ratios of approximately 4 or 5:1. Proteins SI, SI8 , and S20
have quite extended structures, whereas studies on S7 have been inconclusive.
(For a review of these findings, see Giri et al.. 1984). Recent studies on the
protein S4 show an axial ratio of between 4.5 and 7:1 using a prolate ellipsoid
model (Dodd, 1983).

Protein - RNA Interactions

Specific interactions between ribosomal proteins and RNA are essential to the
structural integrity and function of the ribosome. The most important finding in
this area of ribosomal research has been that active 30S and 50S subunits could
be reconstructed in vitro from their isolated components. This was initially

accom plished for the 30S subunit by Traub and Nomura (1968) and later for the
60S subunit by Nierhaus and Dohme (1974). Along with active subunits, several
reconstitution intermediates have been isolated and characterized. This
reconstitution process was shown to be very sensitive to both composition and
overall ionic strength of the buffer systems.
These reconstitution studies were originally performed by reconstituting
subunits which were partially disassembled by various salt conditions. Later, the
total reconstitution was accomplished on isolated RNA and subunit proteins.
These studies proved that all information needed for ribosome assembly was
contained in the RNAs and proteins, which is to say that the process is
selfsufficient and independent of other cellular components.
The reconstitution buffer employed in these and other systems contains a
high monovalent cation concentration, 300 - 400 mM, usually potassium; a stable
buffering salt, either potassium phosphate or Tris, 10 - 50 mM at pH 7.4; and the
esential link, a relatively high concentration of Mg+^, 20 mM.
In the case of 5S RNA, an affinity column with matrix-bound 5S RNA will bind
those proteins found to associate with 5S RNA, at cold room conditions (Burrel
and Horowitz, 1977). This method has been used to isolate the three proteins; L5,
LIS, and L25 with specific interaction for 5S RNA (Burrel and Horowitz, 1977).
These proteins interact with 5S RNA in a l:l:l:l stoichiometric ratio (Spierer and
Zimmermann, 1978). Association constants for these proteins with 5S RNA range
over two orders of magnitude, from 2.3 x 10® M*^ for LI8-5S to 2.3 x 10® M*^ for
L5-5S, with 1.5 x 10^ M"^ for L25-5S (Spierer et al.. 1978). It was also noted that
LI8 exerted a strong cooperative stimulation on L5 binding to 5 8 RNA (Spierer
and Zimm erm ann, 1978).
5S RNA does not undergo any vast physical alterations when interacting with
its binding proteins. However, when measured by CD and ethidium bromide
binding studies, the binding of LI8 to 5S RNA does produce a change in the
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secondary structure of 5S RNA and possibly some tertiary effects (Spierer et al..
1978; Feunteun et a l.. 1975; Bear et al.. 1977). These same studies showed that
neither L5 nor L25 produce changes greater than 2 - 3 percent In the CD spectra
of either them seslves or 5 8 RNA, but the binding of L25 to 5 8 RNA does add to
the RNAs thermal stability. The binding sites for L5, LIB, and L25 on 58 RNA
have been elucidated by both chemical modification and enzymatic digestion of
both 5 8 RNA and the protein-58 RNA complex, (58 RNP) (Zimmermann and
Erdmann, 1978; Douthwaite et al.. 1979; Garrett and Noller, 1979).

Proposed Problem
5 8 RNA and its three binding proteins have been located at the 308/508
subunit interface by protein crosslinking studies (Traut et a l.. 1980) and by 308
binding studies (Metspalu et al.. 1983). This corroborates the observation that
508 subunits, which are lacking in 58 RNA, will not associate with 308 subunits
to form an active 70S ribosome (Dohme and Nierhaus, 1976). The 308/508
Interface has also been postulated to be the site of m-RNA and protein factor
binding during protein synthesis (Traut et al.. 1980). The interactions between 58
RNA and its binding proteins are believed to be typical of those throughout the
ribosome. Thus, the delineation of the physical characteristics of these ribosomal
proteins and RNA, and the effects that they have upon each other, could well aid
us in comprehending the forces which hold the ribosome together and influence
protein-RNA interactions. These findings make the examination of 58 RNA and
its binding proteins significant in our understanding of the mechanisms of protein
synthesis. In this study, we will attempt to isolate proteins LI8 and L25 from the
508 subunit of Escherichia coli by affinity chromatography and to use
hydrodynam ic techniques to discern their physical characteristics. The primary
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structure of both LI8 and L25 have been elucidated by enzymatic digestion and
have been reported to have molecular weights of 12,770 daltons and 10,912
daltons, respectively (Brosius et al.. 1975; Dovoas et al.. 1975). The secondary
structures of these two proteins have been proposed by Wittmann-Liebold et al..
(1977) using their known amino acid sequences and four different predictive
methods. Using these techniques, LI8 was reported to be 44 percent a-helix,
while L25 was found to have 42 percent of It structure in an a-helix conformation.
There are few physical data on LI8 and L25. LI8 has only been studied by small
angle X-ray scattering (Osterberg et al.. 1976), while L25 has been examined by
both small angle X-ray scattering (Osterberg et a l.. 1976) and by hydrodynamic
techniques (Giri et a l.. 1979). The X-ray scattering studies showed LI8 to be an
ellipsoid with a length of 91 A and an axial ratio of
9 3

A

6

:1, while L25 was found to be a

long ellipsoid with an axial ratio of 5.7:1 (Osterberg et a l.. 1976). These

numbers yield radii of gyration of 26±5

A for LI

8

and 24±5A for L25. In the case

of L25, it was shown by Giri et al. (1979) to have values of 1.8 for S®20,w

14.0

X 1 0 "^ for D ^2 0 ,w From these data, Giri postulated that L25 was globular in
nature. This Is not In good agreement with the X-ray findings of Osterberg.
It is our hope to shed more light onto the structure of LI8 and to resolve the
discrepancy over the shape and size of L25.
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M ATER IALS AND METHODS
Isolation of Ribosomes

Escherichia coii, strain MRE 600, which is deficient in Ribonuclease I
(RNase 'I) was used exclusively in this study. The cells, which were harvested at
3/4-logarithnnic growth phase, were purchased from the Grain Processing
Com pany in Muscatine. Iowa. Prior to their use, the bacteria were stored in a
Re VCD freezer at -70°C .
Ribosomes were prepared via the methods of Hill et al.. (1969). Approxi
mately 100 grams of bacteria were thawed in 300 ml of Buffer I (0.01 M Tris-HCI,
pH 7.4, 0.015 M MgCl2 , and 0.5 M NH 4 CI). The cell suspension was then
centrifuged at 10,000 RPM for 10 minutes in a Sorvall SS 34 rotor at 4®C to wash
the media from the bacteria. The bacterial pellet was then transferred to a metal
cup and mixed into a thick slurry with approximately 50 ml of glass beads,
diam eter 0.25 - 0.30 mm. and enough Buffer I to make the slurry. The final slurry
volume was 120 ml. The cup with the slurry was then attached to a Gifford Wood
Mini Mill set at 1.52 mm spacing, and ground for 60 minutes at 22,000 RPM.
During this procedure the slurry in the metal cup was maintained at a low
temperature by the use of a brine solution.
After grinding, the slurry was removed from the metal cup and combined with
approxim ately 50 ml of Buffer I and allowed to sit for 2 - 5 minutes in an ice bath
until the glass beads settled to the bottom of the container. At this point the
solution was decanted and the glass beads were then washed with another 50
ml aliquot of Buffer I and allowed to settle. This procedure was repeated until the
volum e of supernatant was 250 ml and the glass beads were relatively free of
cracked bacteria. At this point the solution was centrifuged at 16,000 RPM in the
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Sorval SS 34 rotor for I hour at 4®C (first low-speed spin). The supernatant from
the first low-speed spin was centrifuged in a Beckman Ti 60 rotor at 50,000 RPM
for 3 hours at 4®C (first high-speed spin). The resulting pellet was resuspended
in approxim ately 100 ml of Buffer I at 4^C overnight in order to wash the
ribosomes of non-ribosomal material. The suspension was again centrifuged in
a SS 34 rotor at 16,000 RPM at 4 °C for I hour (second low-speed spin) and the
resulting supernatant was centrifuged in the Ti 60 rotor at 50,000 RPM at 4oC for
3

hours (second high-speed spin). The pellets from the second high-speed spin,

when resuspended in Buffer I, yielded a single peak, free of contamination, when
seen in a Beckman Model E Analytical Ultracentrifuge using schlieren optics.
The peak had a sedimentation coefficient of 65S which agrees with the results of
Hill fiLal., (1969).
It is known that by lowering the magnesium ion concentration, the 65S
particle will dissociate into 50S and 30S subunits. The pellets from the second
high-speed spin (approximately I -1.2 grams) were resuspended in 35 ml of
Buffer II (0.01 M Tris-HCI, pH 7.4, 0.0015 M MgCl2 , and 0.1 M KCI) to dissociate the
subunits. After dissociation, l/IOth of the volume of 50 percent (w/v) sucrose
solution, in Buffer It, was added, raising the sucrose concentration of the
suspension to 5 percent.
All sucrose solutions used in these experiments were treated with 0.1 percent
(v/v) diethylpyrocarbonate (Ehrenberg et al.. 1976). This was done at room
temperature overnight to eliminate any ribonuclease. The sucrose was then
heated under vacuum to 9 0 °C causing the diethylpyrocarbonate to decompose
into carbon dioxide and ethanol which were evacuated from the solution. The
sucrose was then mixed with the appropriate amounts of salts and doubly glass
distilled deionized w ater (d.d. H 2 O) to create a 50 percent sucrose solution in
Buffer II.
The 50 percent stock sucrose solution was diluted with Buffer II to yield I liter
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of 43 percent (w/v) and 950 ml of 10 percent (w/v) solution which were put into a
gradient pump (International). The heavy solution (43 percent) was placed in the
moveable piston side while the

10

percent solution was placed in the stationary

mixing chamber. After mixing, the sucrose solution of increasing concentration
from 10 percent to 30 percent is pumped into a spinning zonal rotor to form the
gradient.
The gradient Is formed in a Beckman T i- 15 Zonal rotor with a B-29 core and
liner. The method of Eikenberry et al.. (1970) was followed with minor
modification. An overlay of Buffer II, 250 ml, was put inside the rotor which was
sealed and started spinning at 2,000 RPM in a Beckman L- 8 Ultracentrifuge. The
order of insertion into the spinning rotor is the sample. 10-30 percent gradient,
followed by 200 ml of 50 percent sucrose solution as a cushion. These were
pumped into the periphery of the rotor in the order mentioned.
The subunits were separated by running this gradient at 31,000 RPM for 14.5
hours at 4°C . The rotor was unloaded by slowing it to 2,000 RPM and pumpimg
cold d.d. H 2 O into the center thereby pushing the gradient out beginning with the
50 percent sucrose cushion. Ten milliliter fractions were collected in a Gilson
Fraction Collector and the expurged gradient was monitored for absorbance at
280 NM by a Chromatronix 200 absorbance detector and recorded, versus
fraction number, on an Omniscribe recorder (Houston Instruments).
Fractions corresponding to 50S subunits and 30S subunits were pooled
separately and combined with M g+^ and dithiothreitol until the concentrations
were 0.01 M and 0.001 M respectively. Two volumes of -2 0 ^0 , 95 percent ethanol
were added to each of the samples and the precipitated ribosomal subunits were
pelleted in a GSA rotor at 8,000 RPM for 15 minutes. The pellets were resus
pended in Buffer II and then dialyzed for 18 hours against Buffer II at 4°C . The
subunits were then either used or stored at -7 0 % until needed.
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isolation of 5S RNA

It has been reported that when exposed to EDTA, 60S subunits would
release 5S RNA with the protein L25 attached to it (Aubert et al.. 1967; Morell and
Marmur, 1968; Sarkar and Comb, 1969; Siddiqui and Hosokawa, 1969). Only 50S
subunits which were deemed pure were used to isolate 5S RNA. Pure SOS
subunits show a single peak when viewed In the analytical ultracentrifuge using
schlieren optics.
Approxim ately 400 - 500 mg of 508 subunits were pretreated with EDTA to a
final concentration of 0.01 M. These were allowed to mix at room temperature for
4 hours. They were then mixed with l/IO volume of 50 percent sucrose solution in
Buffer III (0.01 M Tris-HCl. pH 7.4, 0.01 M EDTA, and 0.1 M KOI) creating a 5
percent sucrose sample solution. This was then loaded on a 10 - 30 percent
sucrose gradient in Buffer III on a Beckman Ti 14 Zonal Rotor, with a B-29 liner
and core, which was spinning at 2,000 RPM. The loading protocol was; sample
made 5 percent in sucrose, the 10 - 30 percent gradient sucrose in Buffer III.
followed by 75 ml of 50 percent sucrose cushion; all entering into the periphery of
the rotor.
To separate the 58 RNA-L25 complex from the remainder of the 508 subunit,
the rotor was centrifuged for 11.5 hours at 47,000 RPM at 4®C. The rotor was
unloaded and monitored in the same m anner as the 508s and 308 subunits,
except that the sample size collected was reduced to 5 ml.
8

amples corresponding to the 58-L25 complex were pooled, precipitated

with 2 volum es of -20^C, 95 percent ethanol, and pelleted in a G 8 A rotor at

8 ,0 0 0

RPM for 30 minutes at 4^C. The pellets were resuspended in Buffer II and
dialyzed against Buffer II overnight.
The 5 8 RNA was extracted from the 58-L25 complex by the method of
8

tanley and Bock (1965). Glassware and utensils used in the RNA extraction
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were baked at 250^C for 12 hours prior to use. One-tenth volume of 10 percent
SDS solution was added to the 5S-L25 complex, and the tube was brought to
room tem perature and maintained at same for 5 minutes. The solution was then
cooled in an ice bath and a l/50th volume of 5 percent Macloid (w/v) slurry was
added. An equal volume of freshly distilled phenol in Buffer IV (0.05 M Tris-HCl,
pH 7.4, 0.1 M KOI) was added to the solution. The phenol was generally used
less than 24 hours after distillation. The mixture was gently but thoroughly
shaken and the phases were then separated by centrifugation at 10,000 RPM for
10 minutes in a Sorvall HB-4 rotor. The upper, aqueous layer, was carefully
removed and added to an equal volume of phenol in a fresh Corex tube. This
procedure was repeated twice. After the last extraction, the RNA was precipi
tated with 2 volum es of -20°C , 95 percent ethanol, and placed at -20°C for I hour.
The RNA was pelleted in an HB-4 rotor at 10,000 RPM for 30 minutes at -20^C.
The pellet was then resuspended in Buffer IV and dialyzed against Buffer IV
overnight at 4®C. At this point, the 5S RNA was either used or stored at -20°C
under 2 volumes of 95 percent ethanol until needed.
Isolation of Proteins

The total protein complement from the 50S subunits (TP 50) was prepared by
extraction with 67 percent acetic acid using the method of Hardy et al.. (1969),
with m inor modification. The 50S subunits were diluted to 10 mg/ml with Buffer II
and the M g+^ concentration raised to 0.1 M with a stock 1.0 M MgCl2 solution.
Two volum es of glacial acetic acid were then added to the 50S subunits and the
mixture was stirred at 4^C for I - 2 hours. The precipitated RNA was centrifuged
in a GSA rotor at 8,000 RPM for 30 minutes. The resulting TP 50 solution was
precipitated by adding 5 volum es of acetone and allowing this to stand at 4*^C for
2 - 4 hours. The TP 50 mixture was then centrifuged in a GSA rotor at 8,000 RPM
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for 30 minutes at 4°C . The resulting protein pellet was resuspended in a
minimum volum e of 5 M Urea. The urea was ultra pure from the Schwarz/Mann
Company. W hen the proteins were dissolved in the urea, they were diluted to 0.1
mg/ml with Buffer V (0.005 M KPi, pH 7.4, 0.3 M KOI, 0.02 M MgCl2 . and 0.006 M
p-mercaptoethanol). This mixture was dialyzed against Buffer V until the urea
concentration was less than 0.001 M. At this point, some of the proteins
precipitated out of solution and were centrifuged out in a GSA rotor at 8,000 RPM
for I hour at 4®C. The supernatant was then analyzed for protein content by two
dim ensional gel electrophoresis (Kaltschmidt and Wittmann, 1970).
Preparation of 58 RNA Sepharose 4B Affinity Column

The method of Burrel and Horowitz (1977) was used to prepare this affinity
column. CNBr-activated sepharose 4B was purchased from Pharmacia
Chemicals and the adipic dihydrazide came from Aldrich Chemicals. The adipic
dihydrazide was attached to the CnBr sepharose 4B by the methods of Lamed o i
âl-, (1973).
Adipic dihydrazide was dissolved In a 0.1 M Na 2 COg solution at pH 9.0 at a
concentration of 90 mg/ml. This was added to washed CNBr-sepharose 4B and
allowed to mix gently in a sealed test tube on an end-over-end mixer for 24 hours
at 4°C . The sepharose-hydrazide gel was then washed with 0.2 M NaCI (I IVg
dry gel weight) to remove unbound dihydrazide. Following the wash, the
sepharose-hydrazide gel was resuspended in 0.1 M sodium acetate, pH 5.0. The
gel could now be stored at 4®C for several months without appreciable loss of
binding capacity (Burrel and Horowitz, 1977); however, we made use of it
imm ediately after resuspension in the 0.1 M sodium acetate was completed.
The 5 8 RNA, which had been accumulated and stored at -20°C under 95
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percent ethanol, was modified at its 3' terminus to facilitate attachment to the
sepharose-hydrazide gel. This was accomplished by the methods of Fahnestock
and Nom ura (1972). The 5S RNA, approximately 60 mg, was resuspended in 30
ml of 0.1 M NaOAc, pH 5.0, at a concentration of approximately 2 mg/ml. To this,
1.44 ml of 0.1 M N alO ^ was added, and the mixture was incubated in the dark at
room tem perature for I hour. Two volumes of -20°C , 95 percent ethanol were
added to the oxidized RNA and then allowed to precipate at -20°C for 30
minutes. The precipitated, oxidized RNA was then centrifuged at 10,000 RPM for
30 minutes at 4^C in a Sorvall HB-4 rotor. The resulting pellet was resuspended
in 0.1 M NaOAc, pH 5.0. The ethanol precipitation was repeated as before. The
pellet was again resuspended in 0.1 M NaOAc, pH 5.0, to a concentration of
approximately

2

mg/ml.

The oxidized RNA was added to the sepharose-hydrazide gel, also in 0.1 M
NaOAc, pH 5.0, and the two were gently mixed in a sealed test tube on an
end-over-end mixer for 24 hours at 4^C.
After mixing, the unbound 58 RNA was removed with a 2 M KOI wash. The
gel was resuspended in the 2 M KOI (10 mg/gm dry gel) and mixed for 30 minutes
at 4 ^ 0 . The gel was then centrifuged at 4 °C to remove the 2 M KOI wash in a
clinical centrifuge. The wash was then examined for RNA at 260 nm on the
Beckman DU - 8 Spectrophotometer. The gel, now with bound 5S RNA, was
resuspended in Buffer V. At this point, the gel was ready for pouring into the
column. The glass column had been thoroughly washed with chromate solution,
then baked for 12 hours at 200°C to destroy all ribonuclease contaminants. The
plastic and polym er fittings and tubing were washed with Haemo-Sol detergent,
then treated with a

10

percent solution (v/v) of diethyl pyrocarbonate and thor

oughly rinsed with d.d. H 2 O before assembly and use.

Isolation of 5S Ribosomal Binding Proteins
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The TP 50 solution. In Buffer V and at a concentration of approximately 0.1
mg/ml, was applied to the sepharose-hydrazlde-oxidized 5S RNA column (Col.
A) at a flow rate of

6

-10 ml/hour. After the proteins were applied, the column was

washed with 10 -15 volum es of Buffer V until all unbound proteins were washed
through, as monitored by U.V. absorption at both 230 and 280 nm on a Beckman
DU - 8 spectrophotometer. The bound proteins were then eluted from the column
with Buffer VI (0.005 M KPi, pH 7.4, 2 M KOI, 0.005 M Na 2 EDTA, 0.006 M p-mercaptoethanol). The fractions containing these binding proteins were pooled and
analyzed for content via two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (Kaltschmidt and
W ittmann, 1970).
Preparation of P-ll Column

After the 5S RNA binding proteins (L5, LI8 , and L25) were isolated with the
5S RNA affinity column, they were purified on a P-ll Whattman ion exchange
column. Thirty grams of the dry resin was washed in 2 liters of 0.5 M KOH and
then rinsed to neutrality with d.d. H 2 O. The gel was then washed twice with

2

liters of 0.5 M MCI and again rinsed to neutrality with d.d. H 2 O. The gel was then
equilibrated against the high salt elution buffer, Buffer VIII (0.05 M KH 2 PO 4
adjusted to pH 6.5 with methyl amine,

6

M urea, and 0.5 M KCI). After equilibra

tion, the desired amount of P-ll was removed from Buffer VIII and re-equilibrated
against the running buffer. Buffer VII (0.05 M KH 2 PO 4 adjusted to pH 6.5 with
methyl amine, and

6

M urea). Enough equilibrated gel was used to pour a

column 60 cm x 0.9 cm and this was further equilibrated and packed by passing
10 colum n volum es of Buffer VII through it at a flow rate of 10 ml/hour with a Gilson
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peristaltic pump.
Separation of 5S RNA Binding Proteins

The proteins eluted from the affinity column were dialyzed into Buffer VII for
48 hours at 4°C . These proteins were applied to the column at a flow rate of 10
ml/hour. The column was washed at the same flow rate, with five column
volumes of Buffer VII. At this point, a 900 ml linear gradient was created with a
BRL plastic gradient maker using equal volumes of Buffer VII and Buffer VIII. This
was passed through the column at a continuous flow rate of 10 ml/hour. The
effluent was collected in 2 ml fractions and analyzed on a Beckman DU - 8
spectrophotometer. Protein concentrations were monitored at 230 and 280 nm
and the results plotted on a Houston Instruments DP-II plotter. The samples in
each peak were pooled and analyzed by two-dimentional gel electrophoresis
(Kaltschmidt and Wittmann, 1970). The pools corresponding to LI8 and L25 were
dialyzed into Buffer V for 24 hours at 4*^C. The samples were then individually
applied to the 5 8 RNA affinity column and eluted with Buffer VI; then dialyzed
back into Buffer V. This step served three purposes; first, it allowed for the
removal of urea from the proteins; second, it established that they had sufficiently
regained enough of their native conformation to bind to the 58 RNA; and third, it
aided in the concentration of the sample.
Once the proteins were dialyzed into Buffer V, they were further concentrated
to approxim ately I mg/ml by dry dialysis against G 100

8

ephadex (Pharmacia).

The proteins were then redialyzed into fresh Buffer V overnight to ensure that salt
concentrations were not altered by the dry dialysis. At this point, the samples
were centrifuged at 10,000 RPM in a

8

orvall HB-4 swing bucket rotor at 4 °C for 4

hours to remove any precipitate. After this step, the samples were analyzed a
final tim e by both two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (Kaltschmidt and
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W ittm ann. 1970) and by SDS- polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Studier, 1973).
Sam ples deemed pure were then subjected to physical studies.

PHYSICAL STUDIES
Sedimentation Velocity
Sedimentation velocity measurements were carried out using a Beckman
Model E Analytical Ultracentrifuge which was equipped with a RTIC temperature
controller, schlieren optics, and photoelectric scanner system with multiplexer.
Sedimentation velocity experiments were performed in an ANN type rotor,
using a double sector cell with sapphire windows. The rotor was centrifuged at
6 8 ,0 0 0

RPM, at 4°C , and scans were taken at 64 minute intervals. The scanner

was set at 276 nm with a slit width of between 0.1 and 0.16 nm. The photo
m ultiplier was set to scan at 3.02 cm/min, and the chart recorder was set at its
fastest setting for high magnification.
A macromolecule sedimenting in a centrifugal field follows the relationship;
dr/r = sco^dt
where

s = the sedimentation coefficient
co^= angular velocity
r = radius from the axis of rotation
t = time in seconds

Integration of the above equation yields:
In r/rg = sco^ (t-t^)
A least squares plot of In r/r^ vs (t-to) yields a slope equal to sco^. Since co^ is
readily obtained from the rotor speed, we can therefore calculate s.
Sedimentation velocity values were then corrected to 20°C and water by:
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S20.W = St.b X ^4 /îi2o X
where

/ (1 -vp)w

n = viscosity
V = partial specific volume
p = density

Tem perature changes in v were neglected since they were approximately 200
orders of magnitude less than the changes in viscosity. We also made the
assumption that S®2

0

,w= ^ 2

0

,w since the concentrations used for scanner

experim ents were low enough to be negligible In terms of concentration
dependence.
Sedim entation Equilibrium

Sedimentation equilibrium experiments were performed with a Beckman
Model E Analytical Ultracentrifuge. An ANH titanium rotor was used, employing a
12

mm double sector cell, with sapphire windows. The temperature was

controlled to within O.PC by the RTIC system of the Model E. Equilibrium
measurements were obtained using the high speed method of Yphantis (1964).
Sam ples were centrifuged at 52,000 RPM and the Interference pattern produced
w as photographed at 24 hours with Kodak type IIG spectroscopic plates. The
displacem ent of the fringes was measured with a Nikon 6 0 microcomparitor with
IKL digital micrometers. This was all directly interfaced into an IMSAI 8080
microcomputer. Five fringes were read, and the data were analyzed by a
com puter program which rejected any point with a deviation greater than

0

.0 1 .

Number-, weight-, and z-average molecular weights were determined by
com puter programs written by Robert Dyson with modifications by Donald Blair.
Diffusion Coefficients
The diffusion coefficients were determined by intensity fluctuation spectros-
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copy using laser light scattering (Camerini-Otero et al.. 1974; Koppel, 1974; Pusey
et a l.. 1974). All samples were prepared and concentrated in our laboratory,
packed in ice, and immediately sent to Dr. Bloomfield's laboratory at the
University of Minnesota. Dr. Bloomfield's laboratory has a Lexel two-watt argon
ion laser which is tunable to 700 mw at 4,880

A.

Data was collected on a 64

channel Model 1096 Langley Ford single clipped digital autocorrelator interfaced
into a Digital Equipment Corporation Mine Mini Computer. Data were analyzed
by com puter programs which stripped away points caused by aggregates or
degradative products.
The probability of the photomultiplier tube detecting a photon is directly
proportional to the intensity of the scattered light. If n(tj) is the number of photons
detected over a period of time i, a correlator measures:

N

c = .r^ (tj) n|^ (fj-m)
where

k = clipping level
N = the number of sampling intervals of length t
m = an integer from

1

to m which is the number

of channels built into the autocorrelator
An average value for c ^ obtained from a large number ofexperiments is
expressed as:
where

(0 ^ ) = N<n> <n|^> [1+
8

^ |g(mT)^|]

= function of n , k, mT, Dk T, and the
geometric arrangement of the optical
components and is approximately
equal to I.

The function g(mT) is the normalized electric field autocorrelation function. For
light scattered by a solution of non-interacting particles:
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g(mT) =
where

mT = the delay time
D = translational diffusion coefficient
k = scattering vector =

where

t\^=
0

) r|QSin(®/2 )

refractive index

= scattering angle

X = delay time
The normalized second order correlation function g^(m T), as calculated from
single clipped correlation data, is expressed in terms of g(mT) by:
g^(m T) = I + A g](mT)|^
A weighted least squares treatment of In |g^(mT) - 1| versus (mt) yields D where A
is a constant incorporating spatial coherence effects (Pusey et al.. 1974).

Calculation of Hydrodynamic Properties
The frictional coefficient of a hydrated macromolecule can be derived from it
diffusion coefficient:
M (5r/5c)/^^ _
where

M = molecular weight
(5r/5c) = density increment
N = Avagadro’s number
R = gas constant
T = temperature

The volume of a hydrated molecule (V^) can be expressed as:
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V|-| = M/N(v 2 + d-j v^-j )
where

M = molecule weight
V2 = the partial specific volume of the particle
d-| = the hydration of the macromolecule
v^*l = the partial specific volume of the solvent
N

= Avagadro’s number

The radius of a sphere (R q) with this volume would then be:
Rq =

(V2 + d iV ° l)

and the frictional coefficient of this hypothetical sphere is given by Stoke's Law:
f = 6 phR
where

h = viscosity of the solution.

In actuality, the frictional coefficient of a macromolecule may be expressed in
term s of fg by the ratio

(Tanford, 1961). This ratio represents the deviation in

the m acromolecule's shape from that of a hydrated sphere of equivalent volume.
The frictional coefficient may also be expressed in terms of another ratio, Vf^^jp, ,
where f^^jn is the frictional coefficient of a hypothetical anhydrous sphere. The
ratio of ^/f^in will be affected by the deviation of the shape of a macromolecule
from that of a sphere and by the hydration, d^ . of the macromolecule. The Vfmin
ratio can be related to the ratio of Vfo by the equation:

The Vfmin can be calculated

from the diffusion coefficient in the equation:
kT}/{6hp2/3 D °20,w (3M 0*)''/3}
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or by using the sedimentation coefficient in the equation:
^/<min(S) = t(4N)1/3/6xi(„N)2/3] [(5p/6c)M2/3/^0.1/3sO2o.w)l
where

q = viscosity of the solvent
k = Boltzman's constant
0

*=

0

* = apparent partial specific volume

1

/r o ( 1 -Sp/gg)

rQ = density of the buffer
The m olecular weight can be determined either by combination of the
sedimentation coefficient, the diffusion coefficient, and the density increment in
the Svedberg equation:

M = ®'^^/D(6p/6c)
or directly by sedimentation equilibrium experiments with the equation:
c(r) = c(a) e (^2

^ ( 1

-V2 P)(r2 .a 2 )/2 RT

or by rearrangement:
In tc(r)/c(a)]= w2M(1-V2r)(r2-a2)/2RT
where

Cj = concentration at i
r = radial distance from the center of rotation
a = meniscus distance from the center of
rotation
0

)^= angular velocity

M = molecular weight of solute
V2 = partial specific volume of solute
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p = density of solvent
R = gas constant
T = temperature °K
A plot of In c(r) vs r^ yields a straight line for a homogeneous monodisperse
solution. The slope will be directly related to the molecular weight.

Two-Dim ensional Gel Electrophoresis

Protein samples were identified by two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (Kaltschmidt and Wittmann, 1970). To prepare a sample, an
aliquot of a column fraction was precipitated using 5 volumes of acetone. The
precipitate was centrifuged at

1 0 ,0 0 0

x g for 30 minutes, then aspirated to remove

residual acetone. The pellet was then resuspended in 50 -100 ul of

8

M urea and

0.04 M Tris, pH 8.2.
The first dimension gels were run in 3 mm id., flint glass tubing,

6

cm in

length. A 5 cm separation gel was used and was composed of:
Urea, ultra pure

37% w/v

Acrylamide

4% w/v

Bis

0.13% w/v

EDTA, disodium salt

0.8 % w/v

Boric Acid

3.2 % w/v

Tris

4.87% w/v

TE IVIED

0.3 % v/v

This gel solution was degassed for more than 15 minutes at room temperature
prior to polym erization with 25 ul of 10 percent w/v ammonium persulfate.
A stacking gel, I cm in length, was used and was composed of:
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Urea, ultra pure

48% w/v

Acrylamide

4% w/v

Bis

0.2 % w/v

EDTA, disodium salt

0.085% w/v

Boric Acid

0.32% w/v

Tris

0.45% w/v

TEMED

0.45% v/v

This gel was also degassed for 15 minutes at room temperature and was poured
on top of the separation gel and polymerized with

2 0

ul of

10

percent w/v

ammonium persulfate solution.
Approxim ately eight gels were poured each time. This required 5 ml of
separation gel solution and 2 ml of stacking gel solution. For greater or lesser
amounts, the quantity of ammonium persulfate added must be varied.
Two sets of gels were run simultaneously using equal volumes of the sample.
One set was run from cathode to anode using bromophenol blue as a marker
dye, while the other set was run from anode to cathode using pyronine G as the
Indicator. The gels were run on a Buchler Model 3-1155 power supply at 3 mAmp
per gel. at constant current for 4.5 hours. The electrophoresis buffer was com 
posed of 0.725% w/v Tris, 0.41% w/v Boric acid, and 0.24% w/v EDTA, di- sodium
salt, pH 8.2.
W hen a single protein was run, approximately 200 ug was dissolved in 50ul
of

8

M urea, 0.05 M Tris, pH 8.2. W hen searching for impurities, 2 - 5 tim es as

much was used.
The gels were removed from the tubing by injecting buffer with a syringe and
needle. The pairs of gels were then layered against the center spacer on an II cm
X 14 cm X 0.15 cm gel slab with the stacking gels towards the center. The gel solut

ion for the second dimension was composed of:
Urea, ultra pure

36% w/v
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Acrylamide

18% w/v

Bis

0.2 % w/v

Glacial Acetic Acid

5.2 % w/v

Potassium Hydroxide

0.27% w/v

TEMED

0.58% v/v

After degassing for 15 minutes at toom temperature, the second dimension gel
was polym erized with the first dimension gels by the addition of 0.03 ml of 10
percent ammonium persulfate w/v per ml of gel solution. Since it required

2 2

ml

per gel, and 4 gels were usually run at one time, 90 ml of gel solution was
polymerized with 2.7 ml of the ammonium persulfate solution.
The electrophoresis buffer was 1.4% w/v glycine and 0.15% glacial acetic acid.
pH 4.0. Electrophoresis was performed on a Buchler Model 3*1155 power supply
running anode to cathode with pyronine G as an indicator. The gels were run at
150 volts, constant voltage, for 9 -10 hours. The proteins were stained with a
mixture of methanol, water, and glacial acetic acid in the ratio 4.5:4.5:1, with 0.2%
w /v Goomassie Brilliant Blue R dye. Destaining was accomplished with the same
solution without the presence of the dye.
A sample containing all of the 50S proteins was run as a control with each
single protein gel. Approximately 750 ug of proteins were dissolved in

100

ul of

8

M urea; 0.04 M Tris, pH 8.2. Fifty microliters of this was run on one set of gels. A
direct comparison of migration patterns of the control gel with that of the indivi
dual protein gels was the basis for identification.

SDS - Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis
Another method used for determining the purity and identity of individual
proteins was that of SDS - Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis. Proteins were
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analyzed on a discontinuous SDS polyacrylamide gel as described by Studier
(1973). The resolving gel was composed of:
Acrylamide

18% w/v

Bis

0.48% w/v

Tris (pH 8 .8 )

1.8 % w/v

SDS

0 .1

EDTA (pH 7.2)

0.07% w/v

% w/v

This was then polymerized with the addition of 0.05% v/v TEMED and 200 ul of
10% percent w/v ammonium persulfate. After polymerization, a stacking gel was
poured on top of the resolving gel. The stacking gel was composed of:
Acrylamide

3% w/v

Bis

0.08% w/v

Tris (pH

6

.8 )

0.75% w/v

SDS

0.1 % w/v

EDTA (pH 7.2)

0.07% w/v

This gel was polymerized with the addition of 0.05% v/v TEMED and 100 ul of 10
percent w/v ammonium persulfate solution. Samples were precipitated with 2
volum es of 20 percent w/v Trichloroacetic Acid and washed with acetone. The
pellets were then aspirated to remove residual acetone and dissolved in approx
imately 50 ul of sample buffer which consisted of:
Tris (pH 6 .8 )

0.75% w/v

Glycerol

10% w/v

8

-Mercaptoethanol

SDS
Bromophenol Blue

0.01% w/v
1% w/v
0.003% w/v

At this point the samples were heated in a boiling water bath for approximately 3
minutes. They were then allowed to cool and were applied to the gel. The
electrophoresis buffer was composed of:
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Tris

0.6% w/v

Glycine

2.88% w/v

SDS

0

EDTA

0.07% w/v

.1% w/v

The electrophoresis was performed on a Buchler Model 3-1155 power supply set
at constant voltage. The gels were run, cathode to anode, at 35 volts until the dye
front reached the stacking gel/resolving gel interface. At this time, the voltage
was Increased to 85 volts for about four hours or until the dye front approached
the bottom of the gel.
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RESULTS
isolation of Ribosomes

Ribosomes were isolated from 100 gm samples of Escherichia Cali bacteria
in a yield of I -1.2 gm. After repeated centrifugation to remove unwanted debris
and extraneous cellular matter, the ribosomes were tested for purity with the
analytical ultracentrifuge using schlieren optics. Samples which were pure
showed only a single sharp peak which corresponded to a value of approxi
mately 658. These ribosomes were suspended in Buffer II allowing them to
dissociate into their subunits which were separated by zonal centrifugation giving
the pattern in Figure I. Typical yields were 500 - 600 mg of 508 subunits and 300
- 400 mg of 308 subunits. Each of these samples of subunits were further
analyzed for purity by the Schlieren optics of the analytical ultracentrifuge.
Pure 508 subunits, 400 - 500 mg at a time, were then treated with EDTA and
analyzed once again in the analytical ultracentrifuge. The samples were found to
contain three species which were found to have sedimentation coefficients of
258,188, and 58 (Figure 2). Only those samples of EDTA treated 508 subunits
which displayed this characteristic pattern were used to isolate 58-rRNA.
The three species were separated by zonal centrifugation using the T il 4
rotor. Run tim es of 10 hours at 47,000 rpm were originally used. The resulting
elution patterns showed separation of the 258 peak from the 188 peak, but not
from the 5 8 peak. The experiments were repeated using elongated run time in
1/2 hour increments and found that 11.5 hours gave a clean 188 - 58 separation.
However, this run time seemed to present another problem in that at 11.5 hours,
the 2 5 8 peak had started to pellet out on the interior of the rotor core. It was then
necessary to check for contamination of the 5 8 peak by any of the 258 species
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SEPARATION OF 505 * 305 SUBUNITS
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1

: Plot of the absorbance at 280 nm vs.

fraction number from a typ ica l zonal separation of
50S and 30S subunits. Shaded portions represent
fractions of the 503 and 308 normally pooled for use.
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Figure 2: Sedimentation profile of EDTA
treated 508 subunits, obtained in a Beckman
ANH rotor at 50,000 rpm.
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which may have entered the effluent containing the 5S sample. This was
accom plished with the analytical ultracentrifuge and schlieren optics. It was
determ ined that the 5S sample was free of any contamination. The yield under
the 5S peak was deter- mined to be 10 -15 mg. This 5S sample was then
analyzed for protein content by 2-D urea gel electrophoresis. The results of the
gels showed only one protein, L25, had been removed from the 50S subunit with
the 5S species. This agreed with the findings of Aubert et al.. (1967).
The 5S species was treated with phenol and SDS by the methods of Stanley
and Bock (1965). and its RNA component isolated. Upon examination in the
analytical ultracentrifuge, the sample was found to still have a sedimentation
coefficient of approximately 5S with no observed contaminants. The 5S-rRNA
was isolated in yields of

8

-10 mg per 500 mg of 50S subunits. This was

expected since 5S rRNA is about 5 percent of the total mass of rRNA in the 50S
subunit. Isolated 5S-rRNA was then stored under two volumes of 95 percent
ethanol at - 2 0 °C .
After the 5S-rRNA had been isolated, it was necessary to construct a small
scale 5S-rRNA affinity column. Approximately 2 gm of CNBr-Sepharose 4B was
treated and prepared with the adipic dihydrazide linker. Twenty-two milligrams of
5S-rRNA, suspended in 12.6 ml of NaOAc, was oxidized with 600 ul of 0.1 M
N alO ^ .
The oxidized 5S-rRNA was isolated and linked to the Sepharose 4B-adipic
dihydrazide matrix for 24 hours at 4®C. The gel was washed with 2 volumes of 2
M KCI to remove the unbound 5S-rRNA. The 2 M KCI wash was monitored for
RNA and was determ ined to contain a total of 2.5 mg. Therefore, approximately
20 mg of the oxidized 58-rRNA had been linked to the matrix.
Isolation of Ribosomal Proteins
The total ribosomal protein content of the 508 subunit, TP 50 was isolated by
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acetic acid extraction. Approximately 600 mg of pure 60S subunits were
prepared at a tim e with an average yield of 200 mg of TP 50. The rRNA pelleted
out of solution quite readily leaving a clear supernatant, which was then com 
bined with 5 volum es of acetone which precipitated the proteins. The protein
precipitate was isolated by centrifugation and aspirated to remove any excess
acetone. The pellet was resuspended in 5 M urea, usually 20 - 30 ml for 200 mg
of proteins, and the solution was diluted with 40 - 50 volumes of Buffer V. It was
found that by using this protocol, all of the proteins would go into and remain in
solution. This was not possible by directly suspending the proteins in Buffer V.
The resulting protein solution was dialyzed against 16 I of Buffer V for a minimum
of 48 hours at 4 °C with two buffer changes. At this point, the urea concentration
was calculated to be below I mM. The dialysate was centrifuged for 2 hours to
remove any large protein aggregates which might have formed during dialysis.
The supernatant was monitored for protein concentration at both 230 nm and 280
nm. Concentrations ranging from 0.08 - 0.20 mg/ml yielded clear solutions.
Concentrations above 0.44 mg/ml aggregated after one week at 4^C. Since the
solution would require four days to pass over the 5S-rRNA-affinity column, it was
necessary to keep the concentration at approximately 0.10 mg/ml. Another
reason fo r maintaining the low protein concentration was to increase the
efficiency of the 5S-rRNA-affinity column which seemed to work best in this low
range.
The protein solution was passed over the small 5S-rRNA-affinity column at a
flow rate of

6

ml/hr. The protein concentration of the effluent was monitored at

both 230 nm and 280 nm and was found to be quite constant throughout the run.
The colum n was then washed with approximately 100 ml of Buffer V at which point
the absorbance of the effluent at both wavelengths gave no further evidence of
proteins in solution. The column was eluted with Buffer VI and a single sharp
peak was observed at both 230 nm and 280 nm (Figure 3). The discrepancies in
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Figure 3: Elution profile of the 5S-rRNA binding proteins eluted from
the 5S-rRNA affinity column with Buffer VI, and monitored at 280 nm
vs. fraction number.
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the baselines before and after the peak are caused by the use of Buffer VI as a
standard for the U. V. detection. Buffer VI was chosen over Buffer V so that the
end of the peak could be more readily detected. The stronger absorption of
Buffer VI is believed to be attributable to its EDTA content and higher salt concen
tration.
The fractions in the peaks were then pooled and dialyzed into Buffer V to
remove the higher salt and EDTA of Buffer VI. After the dialysis, the protein
concentration was determined by UV absorption to be 0.125 mg/ml. This gave a
total yield of 2.5 mg. The solution was then analyzed by 2-dimensional gel
electrophoresis. W hen compared to a TP 50 sample, which was run simultan
eously. the unknown was found to contain L25 and LIB with a trace of L5. The
quantity of L5 was later determined to be quite minimal.
The yield of proteins from this experiment was determined to be approx
imately I mg each of LIB and L25. In order to obtain sufficient sample to attempt
physical studies, a scaling up of the procedure was employed. A larger column
containing 50 - 60 mg of bound 5S-rRNA was constructed. Using this larger
colum n, a total of 10 -12 mg of proteins LIB and L25 could be isolated from 200 mg
of TP 50. The elution procedure was also modified by increasing the flow rate to
2

ml/min, thereby creating a sharper peak profile and minimizing the amount of

tim e that the column was exposed to the high salt content of Buffer VI.
The next obstacle was the separation of the 5S-rRNA binding proteins. Since
L25, LIB, and L5 have molecular weights of 10,894.12,770, and 20,171 respect
ively, as obtained by amino acid analysis, 8-200 Sephacryl (Pharmacia) was
used to attempt a separation on the basis of molecular weight. However, even at
flow rates of I - 2 ml/hr and with columns of varying lengths, LIB and L25 could not
be separated from each other. The next attempt was a separation based on their
isoelectric points: 9.4 for L 2 5 ,12.0 for LIB, and 9.4 for L5 (Kaltschmidt, 1971).
W hile the isoelectric points of L25 and L5 are approximately the same, it was
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hoped that the filtration qualities of the resin would separate these two species.
If not, this could be accomplished later with a standard gel exclusion column.
W hatm an P-ll ion exchange resin was prepared in Buffer V and poured to make a
column 60 cm x 0.9 cm. The proteins were passed over this column at a flow rate
of 10 m l/hr and the effluent was monitored at both 230 nm and 280 nm. The
proteins passed through the column without any separation or binding.
From these results, it was determined that in order to take advantage of the
variation in isoelectric points, the proteins would have to be unfolded prior to their
application to the P-ll column. A new P-ll column was prepared using Buffer VII
which was

6

M in urea. The proteins were dialyzed into Buffer VII and applied to

the 60 cm x 0.9 cm P-ll column at a flow rate of 10 ml/hr. Of the 20 mg of protein
applied to the column, less than 10 percent passed through in the wash. The
rem ainder were eluted with a 900 ml linear gradient of Buffer VII and VIII yielding
the pattern in Figure 4. The order of elution was determined by 2-dimensional
gel electrophoresis to be L5, L25, and LIS. The ion exchange resin had per
form ed a dual role by separating L25 and LIB on the basis of their isoelectric
points and L5 and L25 on the basis of their molecular weights.
It was now important to remove these proteins from their urea environment
and place them into a non-denaturing buffer. The first attempt was simple
dialysis into a Tris-reconstitution buffer (Traub and Nomura, I960; Nierhaus and
Dohme, 1974). This buffer system was used in reconstitution experiments on both
subunits and therefore, it was proposed that proteins in this medium would be in
their native configuration. However, it was found that these proteins could only
exist in this buffer at concentrations less than 0.5 mg/ml without aggregation and
subsequent precipitation. Therefore, another buffer system was employed in
order to facilitate a greater protein concentration. Buffer V, which served as the
binding buffer for the proteins on the 5S-rRNA-affinity column and which closely
resembled the Tris reconstitution buffers, was chosen to this end. After the
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proteins were eluted from the P-ll ion exchange column they had to be removed
from their urea environment, concentrated, and shown to have regained their
native conformation. Therefore, after elution from the P-ll column the Individual
protein peaks were pooled and dialyzed against 4 liters of Buffer V for 24 hours at
4*^C. These samples were individually applied to the 5S-rRNA-affinity column,
where they were bound and washed with 10 column volumes of Buffer V to
remove the remaining urea. The proteins were eluted with Buffer VI (Figures 5
and

6

) and then dialyzed into Buffer V for 24 hours at 4°C . At this point they had

been freed of urea contamination and concentrated to between 0.3 - 0.6 mg/ml. It
was also dem onstrated that by binding to the 5S-rRNA-affinity column that the
proteins had regained sufficient native structure to reconstitute into a ribonucleoprotein particle. The remaining concentration step was a dry dialysis against
Sephadex G-IOO. The concentrated sample was again dialyzed against Buffer V
overnight at 4^C to alleviate any variations that may have arisen from the dry
dialysis. The samples were centrifuged to remove any large aggregates and
tested for purity by both 2-dimensional and SDS-polyacrylamide gel electro
phoresis. The samples which showed only one spot on the 2-dimensional gels
and only one discrete band on the SDS gels were used for the physical studies
(Figures 7 and

8

).
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Figure 5: Elution profile of protein L18 from the 5S-rRNA affinity
column. Elution was with Buffer VI and the plot is absorbtion at 280
nm vs. fraction number.
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Figure 7: A two-dimensional gel of protein L18. The gel was run
according to the protocol of Kaltscmidt and Wittmann (1970). This
gel was overloaded with a

1 0

fold excess of protein to check for the

presence of impurities, none of which were found.
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Figure

8

: A two-dimensional gel of protein L25. The gel was run

according to the protocol of Kaltscmidt and Wittmann (1970). This
gel was overloaded with an

11

fold excess of protein to check for the

presence of impurities, none of which were found.
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Physical Studies
Sedimentation Velocilv Experiments
Sedim eintation velocity experiments were carried out on three samples of LI8
and two samples of L25. Each of these samples had gone through all of the
purification techniques previously described and yielded clean bands and single
spots on SDS and 2-dimensional gels. However, the sedimentation coefficients
obtained varied from sample to sample and did not correlate well with the known
m olecular weight when applied in the Svedberg equation.
The S values for LI8 were 1.02, 0.697, and 2.82S, while the values for L25
were 0.987 and 2.428. The larger sedimentation coefficients corresponded to
aggregates, while the sm aller ones Indicated degradation products. However, all
of these sam ples were run within 12 hours of gels that Indicated purity and they all
showed precipitation after the centrifugation. The traces of these runs were
difficult to read due to the low optical absorbance of these proteins which was
due to their low extinction coefficients and concentrations. Nevertheless, the
correlation of the graphs of In R/Rq

vs.

time showed good correlation, normally on

the order of 0.995 (Figure 9).

Sedimentation Equilibrium Experiments

Attem pts were made to obtain sedimentation equilibrium data on two samples
each of LIB and L25 without meaningful results. Upon centrifugation, aggrega
tion as well as degradation occurred making the first samples useless. Sub
sequent attem pts on both proteins produced similar results, the worst of which
occurred In the final trial where the entire protein samples of both LI8 and L25
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Figure 9: Sedimentation value for a typical sample of protein L18.
Experimental points are overlayed with a linear least squares plot.
Sample concentration was 0.7mg/ml. The rotor was spun at 60,000
rpm at 4®C and scanned at 64 min intervals.
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precipitated during the first IB hours of the equilibrium experiment.

Diffusion Coefficient Experiments
The diffusion coefficient experiments were conducted both in our laboratory
and by Dr. Jason Wei in Dr. Bloomfield’s laboratory at the University of
Minnesota. The original work on both proteins done in our laboratory showed
little or no information due to their size and low concentration. Therefore, the
remaining samples were sent on wet ice to Dr. Wei for analysis. Despite the low
concentration and the aggregation that occurred in even the freshest samples, an
analysis was accomplished using com puter "peeling" techniques. These
techniques gave radii of the hydrated particles for each of the proteins. The first
values of 17 A for both LIS and L25, but were of very low

sam ples gave

concentrations. The second set of samples were of higher concentration and
again gave values for the

of each protein of 17 A. These radii of hydration

correspond to D °20,w values of 12.6 x IO"^cm^/sec for each protein.

Two-Dim ensional Gel Electrophoresis

Figures

6

and 7 show the 2-dimensional gels, run according to Kaltschmidt

and W ittmann (1970), for L25 and LIS respectively. These are the gels of the
second set of samples that were sent to Dr. Wei. Both gels were overloaded in
an attempt to elucidate any contami- nants that might have been in low concen
trations. The spots on both of the gels are clean, even with the five to ten fold
overload, indicating little or no degradation and/or aggregation.

RDS-Gel Analvsis
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SDS gels were run according to the procedures of Studier (1973), and
showed only one band for each of the purified proteins. No bands corresponding
to larger aggregates or smaller degradative products were present In any of the
samples. The size of the protein bands were correlated with low range molecular
weight markers (Bio Rad).
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Since no meaningful data were obtained in any of the sedimenta- tion velocity
or equilibrium studies we must rely on the frictional coefficients calculated from
the diffusion values to give estimates for the size and shape of L18 and L25. In
order to estimate the maximum degree of asymmetry that the protein can exhibit,
we will com pare Its frictional coefficient to that of a sphere having a radius that is
2.5

A

less than the experimentally obtained hydrated radius. This 2.5

A

reduction

In the radius reflects the removal of a monolayer of water from the surface of the
protein which would be invisable to other scattering techniques (Cantor and
Schimmel, 1980). This calculated value will be refered to as the "core" of each
protein. It should be emphasized that this "core" represents an internally hydra
ted particle and not an anhydrous one.
Using quasi electric light scattering we obtained a value of 12.6 x

1 0

~^

cm ^/sec for the diffusion coefficient of L25. The frictional coefficient calculated
from this value is

3 .2 1

x

1 0

"® g m/sec, and the volume of the hydrated sphere is

2.06 X 1 0"^® cm ^ . The "core" values for the two proteins are

= 1.28 x

10"^® cm , r^Qp^ = 1.45 X 1 0 '^cm , and fcore = 2.73 x 10® g m/sec.
In order to test the validity of these values we needed to compare the f value
with the frictional coefficients of anhydrous spheres (fmin) having the appropriate
molecular wieghts for L I 8 and L25, a V2 of 0.74 cc/gm, and a 5 of 0.0 gm
H2

0

/gm protein. These fpp,|n values are 2.93 x

1 0

"® g m/sec for LI 8 and 2.76 x

10 ® gm /sec for L25. Ratios of fcore /^min yielded values of 0.932 for LI 8 and
0.984 for L25. Although these values are less than one, they presumably
correspond to 1 :1 ellipsoids for both L I 8 and L25.
I calculated the radii of gyration (Rg) for these proteins employing their fcore
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values and axial ratios obtained above using the equation:
Rg = a [(v 2 + 2 )/5 ] 1 ' 2
where;

a = semi-major axis of a prolate ellipsoid
V = axial ratio of a prolate ellipsoid

The value of the semi-major axis was obtained from the fcore ^^'^9 fhe equation:
^core ~

67

Tna(v)^^^

For both L25 and L I 8 using an axial ratio of

1:1 we obtain

Rg values of

11.3 A.

The range of error in our diffusion values brought about by the computer
peeling techniques, the low scattering intensity caused by the low concentrations
of our samples, and the actual experimental error was estimated to be no greater
than

1

0%. This gives the diffusion value a range of 12.6 ± 0.6 x

1 0

*^ cm^/sec.

Assuming this range, we examined the extremes to further estimate the maximum
degree of asymmetry. Using the diffusion value of 12.0 x 10"^ cm ^/sec and
following the aforementioned calculations, we obtained a maximum asymmetry
value for the hydrated "core" of the L25 molecule of 2.1:1 . The minimum value
would be a sphere of radius 1.73 x 1 0 '^ cm. The same calculations were
perform ed for LI 8 and we obtained a maximum degree of asymmetry of

1 :1

the hydrated "core". The minmum value still being a sphere of radius 1.73 x

for
1 0

"^

cm. These maximum and minimum degrees of asymmetry correspond maximal
and minimal radii of gyration for the two proteins ranging from
L25 and

1 2 .0

A

1 2 .0

A to

13.6

for L I 8 .

The results of this study are compared in Tables 1 and 2 with the results
obtained from other studies using hydrodynamic techniques and small angle
x-ray scattering for L25 and small angle x-ray scattering for L I 8 .

A for
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Table 1
Diffusion Values and Radii of Gyration for L 1 8

Anfiydrous
Earameter----------------------------- X ia y _____Sphere

^ ° 2 0 ,w

0'^cm /se c

—

Rg A'

13.6

26+5

Hvdrated Particle

12.6 ± 0 .6

1 2 .0

1 2 .0

Axial Ratio___________________ g j ________ U _____________ U ________
X-ray : O sterbeig et al.. (1976)
Hydrated Particle : This Study

Table 2
Diffusion Values and Radii of Gyration for L25

Anhydrous
Parameter____________________ X-ray
D °20 , w X 10'^cm /se c
Rg A

—

14.6

24 ± 5

11.3

Axial Ratio____________________ 5.7:1
X-ray : Osterberg et ai.. (1976)
Hydrodynam ic Study

1

: Giri et al.. (1979)

Hydrated Particle : This Study

Sphere

1:1

Hydrodynamic

Hydrated

Studvl_______ Particle
14.0 ± 0.9
1 2

12.6 ± 0.6
11.3-13.6

_________ 4 J________ 1:1-2.1:1
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DISCUSSION

The results from the hydrodynamic studies on proteins L I 8 and L25 Indicate
that these two proteins have almost spherical structures in solution. The axial
sym metry is estimated to be no greater than 1 to 1 for L IB and no greater than 2.4
to

1

for L25. This information was obtained entirely from the diffusion experi

ments since due to aggregation and solubility difficulties sedimentation velocity
and equilibrium data were unattainable.
These studies were attempted in reconstitution buffer conditions with the
hope that under these conditions the proteins would most closely resemble their
native conformations. We used a concentration of 0.7 mg/ml, and even at this low
level both aggregation and solubility problems were encountered. These solu
bility problems stemmed from the hydophobic nature of the constituent amino
acid residues of the proteins. The only data that we were able to obtain under
these conditions came from the diffusion experiments coupled with computer
peeling techniques which removed erroneous data points stemming from both
aggregates and degradative products.
Samples that appeared pure In gel analysis, even under overloaded condi
tions, seemed prone to aggregation as soon as their concentrations were raised
to workable levels or if they were allowed to exist in this buffer for any extended
period of time.
There have been only two previous attempts made to physically characterize
L25 and L18. Both L I 8 and L25 have been examined using small angle x-ray
scattering by Osterberg et al.. (1976).

In this study the proteins were extracted

under denaturing conditions using both LiCI and urea. They were fractionated by
CM -cellulose chromatography and lyophilized. The proteins were taken up in
w ater and dialyzed for eight hours against a reconstitution buffer consisting of
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30m M Ths-HCI pH 7.4, 20mM MgCl2 , 300mM KCI, and

6

mM p-mercaptoethanol.

The sam ples were centrifuged to remove Insoluble proteins. These insoluble
proteins were most likely aggregates caused by the lyophilization. This supposi
tion is based on sim ilar findings that we observed in lyophilized and even frozen
and thawed samples. In his study Osterberg reported that the proteins were
m onom eric at concentration of

2

mg/ml, and his scattering data suggested quite

elongated structures for both L18 and L25. He found L18 to be 91 Â in length
with an axial ratio of

6

:1 , while L25 was 93

A

in length with an axial ratio of 5.7:1.

The radii of gyration for the two proteins were also determined to be 26±5
LI 8 and 24±5

A for

A for L25.

The only other physical data on either protein was a hydrodynamic study on
several ribosomal proteins including L25 by Giri et al.. (1979). In this study the
proteins were extracted from their subunits with 2M NaCI in the presence of
0.01 mM MgCl2 at pH 7.0. They were fractionated on a CM-Sephadex C-25
column, followed by gel filtration on a G-75 Sephadex column. The proteins
were concentrated by repeated adsorption and deadsorption on small
CM -Sephadex columns. The proteins were dialyzed into a buffer containing
sodium phosphatepH 7.0, 350mM NaCI, I.OmM dithiothreitol, 0.1 mM phenylm ethanesulfunyl flouride, and 0.1 mM benzamide hydrochloride. Giri stated that
he obtained L25 at concentrations of 8-10 mg/ml without visible precipitation.
However, his physical studies were performed on protein solutions of 1-2 mg/ml
since some aggregation was occurring at the higher concentrations. Giri showed
L25 to have a diffusion coefficient of 14.0±0.9 x 10"^ cm ^/sec, a radius of gyration
of

1 2

A

and an axial ratio of 4:1.

As you can see, these two studies are in marked contrast with each other as
to the size and shape of the proteins. We hoped that by carefully controlling the
renaturing of the proteins, that our findings would decide the controversy.
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However, in the process of obtaining proteins in their native conformations in
reconstitution buffer, we were confronted by the aforementioned aggregation and
solubility problems which greatly hindered our study.
O ur values for the diffusion coefficient for both proteins were 12.6 x 1 0 "^
cm ^/sec, which through our calculations gave us a radius of gyration of no less
than 11.3

A

greater than

and no greater than 13.6
1 2 .0

A

A for L25 and no less than

1 1 .0

A and

no

for LIB . Using a prolate ellipsoidal model these correspond

to axial ratios no greater than

2

.1

:1

for L25 and no greater than

1 :1

for LIB.

A point to be considered in evaluating these results is the distinction between
external and internal hydration. The thickness of a single monolayer of water
surrounding a protein is approximately 2.5

A

(Cantor and Schimmel 19B0).

Subtraction of this external layer of hydration from the radius of the hydrated
molecule of both proteins yields a value of 1.45 x

1 0

’ ^cm for the radii of the "core"

particles.
In the case of L25 this r^ore value is marginally less than the radius of an
anhydrous sphere with a molecular weight of 10,694

= 1.46 x 10*^), while

in the case of L IB r^ore ' s i x 10"® cm less than the radius of an anhydrous
sphere with a molecuair weight of 12,770 (r^nh = 1 55 x 10"^ cm). Therefore,
accounting for this external layer of hydration leaves little or no room for any
internal hydration. Though this lack of significant amounts of internal hydraton is
more striking in the case of L IB than L25, it suggests that neither protein has a
full m onolayer of water bound to it or that the diffusion coefficients are in error.
Since all proteins studied to date have been shown to have some internal
hydration, it may be that external hydration occurs only in invaginations of the
surface of the protein.
The reason it is so important to try to discriminate between internal and
external hydration is to allow us to compare the results of this hydrodynamic
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study with those obtained from small angle x-ray scattering studies. Inasmuch as
neutrons and x-rays do not "see" the external layer of hydration, if we assume that
the proteins have this hydration layer, the actual particle measured by x-rays or
neutrons is the internal core particle.
In the case of L25 and L18, r^g^e ^Quals 1.45 x 10"^ cm which gives a Rg of
X 1 0 "^ cm for both proteins assuming a spherical shape. This is less than

1 .1 2

the Rg for an anhydrous particle in the case of L I 8 and approximately equal to
the Rg for L25. If we assume our error in the diffusion value to be ±5% then we
can have a maximum Rg for L25 of 1.36 x 1 0"^ cm and 1.20 x10“^ cm for LI 8
using a

2

.1

:1

ellipsoidal model for the form er and a

1 :1

ellipsoid for the latter.

The current model for the secondary structure of 5S-rRNA is that of Garrett Qi
al-, (1981) which is a modification of the original model proposed by Fox and
W oese (1975). The binding sites of the three 5S-rRNA binding proteins have
been elucidated by nuclease digestion (Garrett et al.. 1981, Huber and Wool,
1984). A diagram of this model and the binding sites for LI 8 and L25 is shown in
figure 10. if we assume that the average distance between the bases in RNA is
2.7

A

(Saenger, 1984) then the binding sites for LI 8 and L25 correspond to

ellipsoids that are 47

A

and 49.4

A

respectively along their major axis, which

correlates very well with our proposed structures of the two proteins. Using this
range we can calculate structures for this protein as a sphere 34

A

in diameter.

Using the same calculations on L25 which has an axial ratio of between
2

.1

:1

we calculate structures ranging from a sphere 34

ellipsoid with a major axis of 53.2

A

A

A.

and

in diameter to a prolate

and a minor axis of 26.6

A.

An average

structure for L25 would be a prolate ellipsoid with a major axis of 43.6
minor axis of 30.6

1

A and a

These proposed structures for LI 8 and L25 corroborate the

binding sites of the two proteins as determined by nuclease digestion.
It is probable that in his study Osterberg was actually examining aggregates
of the proteins caused by the lyophilization steps employed in their preparation.
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The results of Giri et a l., although somewhat different from ours, fall well within
experim ental error. We can therefore conclude that hydrodynamic studies show
that proteins L18 and L25 are very spherical in shape and that within error, they
correspond well to their binding sites on 5S-rRNA as predicted by nuclease
digestion studies.
W ith the advent of more expedient methods for the isolation of proteins in
greater yield, such as (HPLC), high pressure liquid chromatography, other
ribosomal proteins such as L5, which eluded us in this study, will become
increasingly more accessable to hydrodynamic investigations
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Figure 10: The binding site for L I 6 and L25 on

5

S-rRNA.
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SUM MARY

Ribosomal proteins L18 and L25 have been studied in reconstitution buffer
using hydrodynam ic techniques. The sedimentation velocity and equilibrium
experim ents gave no Information due to sample aggregation and degradation in
the reconstitution buffer. The diffusion coefficients for the two proteins were
obtained by intensity fluctuation spectroscopy and gave values of 12.6 x 10"^
cm ^/sec for both proteins. Two-dimensional and SDS gel electrophoresis
showed the two proteins to be homogenous and pure.
Calculations based on the diffusion coefficients indicate that LI 8 is spherical
and L25 has a slightly extended structure in solution. The axial ratio for a prolate
ellipsoid model for L I 8 is no greater than 1:1 while for L25 it is no grater than
2 .1:1. The radii of gyration for LI 8 is no greater than 12.0 A, while for L25 it is no
less than 11.3 A and no greater than 13.6 A.
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